
Submission to Legislative council 

(1) UTAS has displayed a lack of awareness on how the morale of
the academics staff has been damaged by a lack of consultation
within themselves. This has been voiced by many clients in my
accounting practice.

(2) Lack of appropriate consultation with residents of Sandy Bay in
the way that the area will be turned into another mini suburb
which will result in more traffic problems along Sandy Bay Road,
Churchill Avenue and Regent Street.

(3) Lack on empathy with the environment and students to
congregate in beautiful and spacious surrounding to move to a
concrete jungle with facilities dispersed all over the city.
(4) Why was the university council or senate not prepared to

upgrade the facilities at Sandy Bay at a much lower cost then
purchasing old building the centre of the city with then
renovation to upgrade these buildings. This does not make
sense. The University Council or the senate have not shown any
good reason why this was necessary.

(5) I spent more than 15 years at the UTAS completing a B.Sc. and
PhD along with short times as a demonstrator and research
assistant in two facilities. The surrounding were ideal for
carrying out these activities. It was convenient as all the
necessary facilities were near by.

(6) While I was in attendance at UTAS in Hobart in those 15 years
the academic staff appeared be a happy with the way the
council or senate were running the campus.

(7) I moved will working as a research assistant from the Messiaen
huts of the lower side of Grosvenor Street to then modern
building on the upside of Churchill Avenue in about 1969/70.
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(8) My understanding that rifle range was given by the federal government 
of the day to the UTAS for education pursuits and this was written into 
an agreement. Then how can UTAS sell the land for residential purposes. 
Either the area has to be transferred to another educational institution 
or return to open landscape as it was 50 or so years ago. 

Long time resident of Sandy Bay and having attended UTAS from 1963 to 1973 studying, then a 
research assistant on a number occasions and a demonstrator in a science department 

 

 

 

 

Signed by John William Hamilton 

Dated 24/08/2022 

 




